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ABSTRACT 

 

Poliomyelitis is a foremost cause of paralysis among preventable diseases among children and 

adolescents globally. It is caused by persistent infection with poliovirus (PV). The PV infection 

does not always cause paralysis. A lack of immunization always increases the risk of paralytic 

polio. Genetic factors also been shown to affect the risk of developing the disease.  

The aim of this thesis is to investigate whether there are any genetic associations to paralytic 

poliomyelitis. This is based on a model for understanding its nature as a complex disease, where 

many genes are involved in contributing to the disease state. This is a population-based case-

control study to identify genetic loci that influence disease risk.  

The study examined the association of genetic variation in single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) across the genome with paralytic poliomyelitis susceptibility in the United States and 

Canadian survivors of poliomyelitis population, using a genome-wide association study (GWAS) 

approach. No association was observed. Loci that have been previously implicated were not 

found to affect the susceptibility to poliomyelitis in this study.  

The thesis consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 describes the epidemiology, pathogenesis and 

management of poliomyelitis. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the genomics of infectious diseases 

in general. Chapter 3 introduces the study population and presents the genome-wide analysis 

and associations with logistic regression to identify loci explore genes that might be associated 
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with paralytic poliomyelitis and presents results. Chapter 4 discusses the implications of the 

results and explains future directions. 

 

Keywords: poliomyelitis, genome-wide association studies (GWAS), case-control, logistic 

regression 
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cDNA -   Complementary DNA 
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EV -        Enterovirus 
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GOC -     Government of Canada 

GPEI -     Global Polio Eradication Initiative 

GWAS – Genome-wide Association Studies 
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HLA –     Human Leukocyte Antigen 
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IBS    -     Identity-by-state  

IgA –       Immunoglobulin A 

IgG –       Immunoglobulin G 

IgM –      Immunoglobulin M 

IPV -        Intravenous polio vaccine 
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PCR -      Polymerase Chain Reaction 
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RNA –      Ribonucleic acid 

RT-PCR - Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction 
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CHAPTER 1 

1 Epidemiology, Pathogenesis and Management of Poliomyelitis 

1.1 Poliomyelitis: History  

Poliomyelitis is a disease of the central nervous system caused by a virus called poliovirus. Poliomyelitis is 

considered an ancient disease with records of episodes dating as far back as the eighteenth century (Scott, 

1773; Underwood, 1889). Up to the 19th century, populations experienced only relatively small outbreaks 

but this changed around the beginning of the 20th century likely as a result of factors such as changing 

demographics, overcrowding, socio-cultural and economic determinants of health (Ochmann & Roser, 

2019).  As polio is transmitted via the fecal-oral route, the lack of safe drinking water and sanitation meant 

that children became exposed to the poliovirus soon after birth. During the first six months of life is time, 

children however benefit from a passive immunity that is passed on from their mothers in the form of 

antibodies. Serum antibodies, derived maternally, prevented viremia, thus preventing the ability of the 

virus to seed target tissue that is, the brain. The serum antibodies would however not prevent enteric 

infection in infants. As hygiene standards improved, the age at which children were first exposed to the 

poliovirus increased and this meant that the maternal antibodies were no longer present to protect 

children from polio. This led to increased outbreaks, and caused the age of contraction of polio to increase. 

In earlier years, the average age was between one and five year-olds but in later years a substantial 

number of cases was occurred in teenage and young adult years (Hall, Nathanson & Langmuir, 1957). 

Between the time it was first discovered in the early eighteenth century, and modern times of the 

twentieth century, poliomyelitis had evolved from being a sporadic disease to an endemic disease that 

paralyzed hundreds of thousands of children globally. With the advent of vaccine, however, in the 1950s 
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and 1960s, it was drastically and almost entirely brought under control, but only in developed countries 

(GPEI, 2019). Large outbreaks still continued around the world with an estimated 350,000 cases a year 

and prevalence in 125 countries (GPEI, 2019). It was not until 1970s that routine vaccination was 

introduced worldwide as part of national immunization programs. By the time Global Polio Eradication 

Initiative (GPEI) was launched in 1988, poliomyelitis was paralyzing 1000 children per day.  

1.2 Poliomyelitis: Significance 

As a disease of public health significance, poliomyelitis provides an intriguing and instructive case study 

from the standpoint of medical history (Nathanson & Kew, 2010). Although causing sporadic disease prior 

to the 19th century, epidemics became established as a sporadic disease before the 19th century, 

Following the discovery and wide use of intravenous polio vaccine (IPV) and oral polio vaccine (OPV), the 

incidence of poliomyelitis was dramatically reduced, constituting one of the most successful public health 

programs ever conducted on a global scale. However, the goal of global polio eradication is yet to be 

achieved (GPEI, 2019; WHO, 2019).  

The challenge is that although, 99% of the world no longer considers it a threat (Grassly, 2013), the world 

still faces a risk of contracting polio (Moszynski, 2013; WHO, 2019).  Poliovirus is transmitted by infectious 

humans or their waste. It has a limited survival in the environment and humans are the only reservoir 

(Dowdle, 1997), though it can replicate in other primates. Virus reproduction is restricted to primates 

because other cell lines lack a functional receptor molecule (Troy et al., 2015). Immunization with polio 

vaccine interrupts virus transmission as evidenced by the eradication of poliomyelitis in most countries 

(WHO, 2018). 

There is a risk of resurgence and re-establishment of the disease globally as long as there are countries in 

which transmission has not been totally interrupted.  Unless it is totally eradicated from the world, polio 
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could result in as many as 200,000 new cases every year, within 10 years, all over the world (Dowdle, 

2002; WHO, 2018).   

In addition, there is still also the risk of vaccine-associated paralytic polio (VAPP) and vaccine-derived 

poliovirus (VDPV). Furthermore, polio-like illnesses seem to be emerging and knowledge about polio can 

help provide understanding as to how to combat them (CDC, 2019; Preston, 2015).  Globally, there are 

107 and 157 cases of poliomyelitis due to wild polio virus (WPV) and circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus 

(cVDPV) respectively in 2019 (GPEI, 2019). In view of these, relentless effort that employs diverse 

approaches is required, until the final target of eradication is achieved.  Notably, paralysis from polio is 

correlated with a wide range of important life outcomes including health, education occupation and 

income. 

1.3 Poliomyelitis: Epidemiology 

Poliomyelitis, also known as infantile paralysis, is predominantly a disease of childhood and adolescent 

years, affecting mainly children under five years of age though there have been cases of young-adult-

onset. Presently, the prevalence of poliomyelitis has decreased by over 99% since 1988 when it was 

occurring at an estimated rate of 350,000 cases per year globally in more than 125 endemic countries to 

33 cases per year in 2018. Four regions of the world including the Americas, Europe, South East Asia and 

the Western Pacific have been certified polio-free (See figure 7.1). This reduction is a result of a concerted 

effort to eradicate the disease through active surveillance and immunization. However, three countries 

have not been able to interrupt its transmission. These countries are Nigeria, Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

The untoward consequence of this is that polio can be re-imported back and spread very quickly back into 

the polio-free, unimmunized countries. In 2018, there were 33 cases of wild polio in Afghanistan and 

Pakistan, and 103 cases of vaccine-derived polio in Philippines, Indonesia, Democratic Republic of Congo, 

Nigeria, Niger and Somalia (WHO, 2018). Wild poliovirus type 2 was eradicated in 1999 and no case of 
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wild poliovirus type 3 has been found since the last reported case in Nigeria in November 2012. Wild Type 

I is still endemic in Nigeria, Pakistan and Afghanistan.  

Globally, there are about 20 million polio survivors and about 40,000 in Canada. These individuals are 

susceptible to developing post-polio syndrome (PPS). Post-polio syndrome (PPS) is a condition that affects 

polio survivors, years after recovery from poliomyelitis. It is characterized by gradual new weakening in 

muscles that were previously affected by the polio infection. The most common symptoms are slowly 

progressive muscle weakness, fatigue and a gradual muscle atrophy. Other symptoms include joint pain 

as a result of bone degeneration and increasing skeletal deformities such as scoliosis. These symptoms 

run in a spectrum. Though rarely life-threatening, PPS can significantly interfere with an individual's ability 

to function independently. As examples, respiratory muscle weakness, can cause breathing difficulties 

and sleep apnea and weakness in swallowing muscles can result in food and liquid aspiration.  

1.4 Poliomyelitis: Causative agent 

Poliomyelitis is caused by poliovirus (PV). The virus belongs to the family Picornaviridae and genus 

enterovirus. PV is a type of human enteroviruses (EVs), a member virus of Enterovirus C. EVs are the most 

common human viruses and include more than 100 different genotypes; polioviruses being the best-

characterized examples. 

Polioviruses are small positively stranded RNA enteroviruses, just 30 nm across and with a complete 

genome of only approximately 7500 nucleotides. The single-stranded RNA core is surrounded by a protein 

capsid without a lipid envelope. This thin 20-sided shell is composed of four virion proteins (VP1, VP2, 

VP3, VP4) (Hogle et al., 1985). It makes poliovirus resistant to lipid solvents and stable at low (acidic) pH. 

PV can survive for weeks at room temperature and for many months at 0°C to 8°C. They are resistant to 

ether, 70% alcohol and other laboratory disinfectants. Treatment with 0.3% formaldehyde, 0.1 N HCl, or 

free residual chlorine at a level of 0.3 to 0.45 parts per million rapidly inactivates polioviruses, as does 
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exposure to a temperature of 50°C or higher or to ultraviolet light (Minor & Bell, 1990). Two distinct types 

of antigens have been identified in harvests from virus infected cells They include D antigen which is 

largely but not exclusively associated with infectious virus and C antigen with empty capsids (Minor, 1990). 

Poliovirus infects human cells by binding to the poliovirus receptor also known as CD155 on the cell 

surface. The 5’ end of poliovirus RNA is extremely long, over 700 nucleotides and highly structured. This 

region of the viral genome is called internal ribosome entry site (IRES), and directs translation of the viral 

RNA. Following attachment to host cell membrane, the virus is taken up by receptor-mediated 

endocytosis. This interaction facilitates an irreversible conformational change of the virus leading to the 

viral RNA being released inside the host cell. Upon release, the virus hijacks the cell's translation 

machinery and causes inhibition of cellular protein synthesis in favor of virus-specific protein production. 

Poliovirus mRNA is translated as one long polypeptide and synthesized by internal proteases into about 

10 individual viral proteins. After translation, transcription and genome replication occurs giving rise to 

fully assembled poliovirus which leaves the confines of its host cell by lysis. Each lysed cell can release up 

to 10,000 polio virions. It is shed in enormous quantities in the throat and intestines of infected individuals 

such that a gram of stool can contain several million virus particles (Dowdle, 2002) 

1.5 Poliomyelitis: Pathogenesis 

Poliomyelitis is an infection of the central nervous system caused by poliovirus (PV). Humans are the only 

natural hosts of PV. Transmission occurs by close personal contact through the fecal–oral route.  

Poliomyelitis is initiated by oral ingestion of poliovirus (Blondel et al., 2005). Following ingestion, PV enters 

binds on the PVR (CD155) receptor on the gastro-intestinal system (oropharyngeal and intestinal mucosa) 

and penetrates the mucosa through specialized micro-fold cells (See figure 7.2). It resides there for about 

one week to three weeks (6-20 days) of incubating period (GPEI, 2019; Blondel et al., 2005), replicating 

underlying submucosal lymphoid tissues. During this period, the virus is secreted in saliva and feces 
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causing most host-to-host transmission. A person is infectious 7-10 days before and after appearance of 

symptoms and continues to be as long as virus remains in saliva or feces. This is the alimentary stage. It 

then spreads to the follicular dendritic cells of the tonsils, the M cells of the Peyer’s patches of the 

intestine and drains into the cervical and mesenteric lymph nodes constituting the lymphatic phase 

(Blondel et al., 2005). Following this, it enters into the viremic phase in which it is absorbed into 

bloodstream from where it spreads to other organs. Viremia is considered essential for leading to paralytic 

poliomyelitis in humans. It can reside in the lymphatic system and blood for up to 10 and 17 weeks causing 

flu-like symptoms. There are two dissemination routes: blood-brain barrier and peripheral nerves.  In 

about 5% of infected people, it goes on to invade the meninges leading to non-paralytic polio forming the 

neural phase. In 1 in 200 people, it passes along certain nerve fiber pathways, replicating in and destroying 

motor neurons as it invades the anterior horn cells and ventral grey matter of spinal cord, bulbar region 

of brain stem and upper part of cervical vertebrae resulting in acute flaccid paralysis involving a single 

extremity to complete quadriplegia. The most serious complication of paralytic poliomyelitis is a 

respiratory failure from paralysis of the diaphragm and intercostal muscles due to the involvement of the 

motor centers of the brainstem and the spinal cord, which can lead to death (Blondel et al., 2005). 

1.6 Poliomyelitis: Immune response  

IgM and IgG appear in the serum within 7 to 10 days of exposure to the virus. These antibodies generally 

prevent the poliovirus from entering into the central nervous system. Initially, the IgM response is greater 

than the IgG response. Two weeks after exposure, the level of IgM increases to its peak, following which 

it disappears from the serum within about 60 days. IgG levels on the other hand, increase steadily and 

persist for life in the serum (Paul et al., 1951).  IgA antibody appears in the serum 2 to 6 weeks after 

exposure (Ogra et al., 1968) and remains at low levels with some individuals experiencing no rise in serum 

level. They are produced by plasma cells originating in gut-associated lymphoid tissues, mainly Peyer’s 

patches. These cells are contained in mucosal sites, including the intestine, the pharynx, and the 
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mammary glands (Walker & Isselbacher, 1977).  IgA antibody has been found to have persisted in the 

nasopharyngeal secretions of individuals 10 to 15 years after natural infection with wild type-1 poliovirus 

(Ogra & Karzon, 1971). 

Passive immunity is transferred from mother to fetus via the placenta. The newborn will contain 

approximately the same concentration of IgG type1 and IgG type 2 but a lower concentration as the 

mother (Ananthakrishanan et al., 1988). This maternal-derived immunity disappears from the serum after 

a half-life of about thirty days on average, ranging from 21 days to 50 days (Robertson, 1993) 

Three antigenically distinct strains are known, (type 1, type 2, and type 3) based on their reaction with 

reference panels of neutralizing antisera (Bodian et al., 1949). Infection with one type does not protect 

from the other types; however, immunity to each of the three strains is lifelong. The three serotypes of 

polio virus, although they differ in their virulence potential, affect human cell specifically through PVR CD-

155 receptors. Presently, of the three strains, Type I is the only encountered form accounting for all cases 

of paralytic illnesses. 

1.7 Poliomyelitis: Symptoms 

Ninety-five percent (95%) of people infected with polio virus are asymptomatic. Of those who get 

symptoms, these include pharyngitis or gastroenteritis, headache; fever of 38-40 ºC; sore throat; anorexia; 

nausea; vomiting; and muscle aches. These symptoms may or may not subside in 1-2 weeks. Other 

symptoms include features of non-paralytic aseptic meningitis (e.g. irritability, restlessness, 

apprehensiveness, emotional instability, stiffness of the neck and back and Kernig and Brudzinski signs). 

However, five percent (5%) of infected people will have paralytic poliomyelitis – (loss of reflexes, severe 

muscle aches or weakness, loose and floppy limbs which may be one-sided (flaccid paralysis) or deformed 

limbs. There are three types of paralytic poliomyelitis, affecting spinal cord (spinal), brainstem (bulbar) or 

both (bulbo-spinal). Some people go on to develop post-polio syndrome. This is a cluster of disabling signs 
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and symptoms that affect some people years after having polio. Its signs and symptoms include 

progressive muscle or joint weakness and pain, fatigue, muscle wasting (atrophy), breathing or swallowing 

problems, sleep-related breathing disorders, such as sleep apnea decreased tolerance of cold 

temperatures. (WHO, 2018; CDC, 2017) 

1.8 Poliomyelitis: Diagnosis 

Poliovirus can be detected from respiratory specimens (endotracheal tube aspirate, nasopharyngeal 

aspirate or swab), gastrointestinal material (stool) or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The testing formats include 

viral isolation by cell culture, nucleic acid testing and serological tests (WHO, 2019; CDC, 2017).   

Cell culture and virus isolation 

Two stool specimens and 2 throat swabs collected 24 hours apart is the gold standard. Specimens should 

be obtained as early as possible after the onset of disease, preferably within 14 days. Stool should be 

collected in a sterile clinical cup. Throat swabs should be collected and transported in viral transport 

medium. Virus persists in the oropharynx for 1 week, and in the stool up to 6 to 8 weeks after onset. Blood 

samples might also be collected for analysis. A lumbar puncture (spinal tap) may also be performed to 

collect cerebrospinal fluid to look for evidence of the polio virus infection. 

Nucleic acid test (NAT) and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

A nucleic acid test (NAT) or nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT) is a technique that can be utilized to 

detect poliovirus in specimen. It detects genetic materials rather than antigens or antibodies. This includes 

an amplification step of the genetic material such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Reverse 

Transcriptase (RT-PCR) is performed on cell cultures containing poliovirus. The viral RNA (vRNA) is 

converted to complementary DNA (cDNA). The cDNA is amplified in a PCR reaction using polymerase. The 

PCR products are detected and identified by hybridization with specific probes. 
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Oligonucleotide mapping 

Following isolation, the virus is tested using oligonucleotide mapping (fingerprinting) or genomic 

sequencing to examine the genetic sequence of the virus to determine if it is wild-type or vaccine-like. 

Serology 

The micro neutralization test is used for detecting antibodies to poliovirus. Three specimens are collected 

serially. An acute-phase serum specimen should be obtained as early as possible in the course of illness. 

A convalescent-phase specimen should be obtained three to four weeks after the acute specimen and, if 

possible, a third specimen should be obtained three to four weeks after the second specimen is obtained. 

Acute and convalescent specimens are tested for evidence of a rise in neutralizing antibodies to the 

poliovirus serotype. A fourfold rise in neutralizing antibody (IgG) between the acute and convalescent 

specimens is suggestive of acute poliovirus infection. 

1.9 Poliomyelitis: Prevention  

Though irreversible and incurable, poliomyelitis is preventable. The use of two vaccines have been 

implemented in the fight against poliomyelitis. These are oral polio vaccine (OPV) and inactivated polio 

vaccine (IPV). The IPV also known as the Salk vaccine is an inactivated injectable (parenteral) vaccine while 

the OPV which is also known as Sabin vaccine is an oral, live attenuated vaccine. 

Vaccination with either IPV or OPV is associated with the production high titers of serum or circulatory 

IgG antibody to poliovirus. The peak level is achieved after three to four doses. IPV prevent CNS invasion 

by poliovirus also enhances a marked reduction in viral nasopharyngeal excretion and spread. OPV 

decreases fecal shedding of poliovirus. 

More than thirteen million cases of paralytic poliomyelitis  have been  prevented through the 

administrating of over ten billion doses of oral polio vaccine to over 2.5 billion children world-wide during 
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the period between 1988 and 2013 (Global Health, 2014). However, in 1 in 2.7million cases, oral polio 

vaccine (OPV) results in Vaccine-associated Polio Virus (VAPP), Vaccine-derived Polio Virus (VDPV) and 

circulating Vaccine-derived Polio Virus (cVDPV).  

1.10 Risk and Prognostic factors 

Risk factors include living in or travelling to endemic countries (GOC, 2019), contact with sub-optimally 

vaccinated populations (Alexander et al., 2009), viral load, increasing age, pregnancy and strenuous 

exercise (Prevots, 2000). Prognostic factors include administration of intramuscular injections, severity 

and extent of paralysis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2 Literature Review-Genomic of Infectious diseases 

2.1 An overview of infectious diseases.  

Research suggests that host genetics play a major role in the pathogenesis of infectious diseases (Loeb, 

2013). Genes that are involved in immune response are exquisitely diverse (Burgner et al., 2006) and host 

genetic variation in human populations contributes to susceptibility to infectious disease. This variability 

is a function of the genetic composition of the individual and it is believed to be due at least in part to 

polymorphisms in genes responsible for immune response (Wyatt, 1978). These genetic variations 

underlie observed predisposition to changes in the response to invading exogenous pathogens, infection 

and contribute significantly to infectious disease burden (Allison, 1954). 

Genetic studies provide the tools that are needed to understand the underlying genetic factors 

responsible for the variation in susceptibility to pathogen infection, as well as interactions between host 

and pathogen that define the host response (Castiblanco et al., 2015). An early evidence of genetic 

susceptibility to infectious diseases dates back to identification of the sickle hemoglobin heterozygous 

variant as a major resistance and protective factor for malaria (Allison, 1954). A variant in the Duffy 

antigen gene promoter, which results in lack of erythrocyte surface expression, prevents binding by 

Plasmodium vivax, and is therefore protective. (Michon, 2001; Miller, 1976). There exists also, well-

established links between specific genetic alterations and predisposition to malaria (P. falciparum and P. 

vivax), Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (CJD), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and Norwalk virus.  

Identification of biomarkers may inform novel targets to advance detection, prevention and treatment of 

disease (Prasad, 2016).  
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 A genome-wide association study is a method that involves examining markers across the complete sets 

of DNA, or genomes, of many people to find genetic variations associated with a particular disease. A 

genome-wide association study (GWAS) is conducted as a case-control study with two groups of 

participants: those with and without the disease or phenotype being studied. If certain genetic variations, 

which are called single nucleotide polymorphisms, or SNPs are found to be significantly more frequent in 

people with the disease compared to people without disease, the variations are said to be "associated" 

with the disease. This can serve as a powerful pointer to, though do not necessarily mean causation. More 

in-depth investigation of the region DNA base pair sequencing is required for confirmation.  

Until recently, the approach to infectious disease management has been primarily rooted in a pathogen-

centered model (Klebanov, 2018).  However, several genetic epidemiological studies focusing on 

infectious disease conducted among monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs have suggested a 

genetic contribution to disease burden (Klebanov, 2018). In the same vein, susceptibility to some 

infections show markedly increased concordance in monozygotic compared with dizygotic twins (Jepson, 

1998). Examples include tuberculosis (Uren et al., 2017; Kallmann & Reisner, 1943; Comstock, 1978; 

Simonds, 1963), sinusitis (Marshall, 1962), leprosy (Chakravartti, 1973), Helicobacter pylori-specific 

antibody titers (Malaty et al., 1994), and acute and chronic otitis media (Casselbrant, 1999; Rovers, 2002). 

In a study by Lin et al. (1989) among Chinese same-sex twins to investigate the distribution, as well and 

dizygotic (DZ) twins and singleton controls, highly significant differences were observed in the 

concordance of carrier status between monozygotic and dizygotic twins. In their study of  children with 

HSV1 encephalitis, Cassonova et al. (2010) identified five mutations affecting genes encoding for either 

Toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3) or a signal transduction protein linking TLR3  to the interferon "a gene 

promoter", thereby preventing the synthesis of the key molecule in the anti-HSV1 immune response 

(Cassonova et al., 2010). 
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2.2 Genome-Wide Association of infectious diseases  

There has been some progress in GWAS studies of infectious diseases. GWAS studies of viruses similar to 

poliovirus (in the same genus - enteroviruses) include that of Coxsackie virus and Echovirus, Hepatovirus. 

In their study, Gu et al. (2018) found ABCB1 and XRCC1 genes variants to be associated with the protection 

against HAV infection and rs7412 C to T variation in APOE gene to be less prone to be infected by HEV (Gu 

et al., 2018). Another study reported a positive association between one of the interferon lambda genes 

(IL-28B), and viral clearance /response to treatment for hepatitis C (Thomas et al., 2009).   A study by 

Marsman et al. (2016) identified a locus at chromosome 21q21, 98 kb proximal of the CXADR gene, 

encoding the Coxsackie and adenovirus receptor to be associated with arrhythmia susceptibility. A study 

by Cooper et al. (2009) suggested that a SNP located 30 kb centromeric of the genes encoding TLR-7 and 

-8 which may have a function in the host response to enterovirus infection (Triantafilou, 2005; Wang, 

2007) is associated with increased risk for the diabetes (Cooper et al., 2009) and may potentially alter the 

magnitude of the host response to enterovirus infection (Lind et al., 2012). 

GWAS studies of other infections include a study conducted among Africans that identified a variant 

(transcription factor GATA6) on chromosome 18 as being associated with tuberculosis cases (Thye et al., 

2010).  Another study in Gambia suggested that a hemoglobin AS variant could be associated with malaria 

(Jallow et al., 2009).  In addition, Troyer et al., (2011) identified a variant on chromosome 2 as being 

associated with HIV disease progression. 

It is of note that human genetic variation has also led to the development of new antimicrobial drugs and 

vaccines. It forms the basis for personalized medicine, in which the current one size-fits-all approach to 

medical care will give way to more customized strategies by tailoring management to each person's 

unique genetic makeup. Examples include Plasmodium vivax malaria vaccine; the Duffy binding protein 
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for malaria, mannose-binding lectin antimicrobial replacement therapy for bacteremia and CCR5 entry-

inhibitor antiretroviral for HIV. 

2.3 Genetic Risk factors 

Genetic variations may underlie observed predisposition to poliomyelitis (Klebanov, 2018). This is 

arguably an important reason why some people develop paralysis following poliomyelitis, while others 

clear the infection, as a result of difference their genetic constitution. Importantly, genetic susceptibility 

could explain individual differences to response to both wild-polio as well as vaccine-polio virus infection.  

It is also plausible to suggest that genetic susceptibility explains why less than one percent (1%) of 

individuals infected with poliovirus develop paralytic polio (WHO, 2018). In addition, in families with a 

clinical case of poliomyelitis, the ratio of in-apparent to apparent infection is between 3:1 and 7:1 

compared to 100:1 in the general population and observational twin-twin concordance studies which 

suggest the important role of host genetics.  

The question of genetically controlled constitutional susceptibility to acute poliomyelitis has been 

discussed by several authors (Aycock, 1942; Herndon & Jennings, 1951).  In their study conducted on forty-

seven pairs of twins, parents and siblings suggested the existence of a genetic factor controlling, at least 

in part, susceptibility to the paralytic form of poliomyelitis (Herndon & Jennings, 1951). 

Several genetic epidemiological studies focusing on infectious disease among monozygotic (MZ) and 

dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs have suggested a genetic contribution to disease burden (Comstock, 1978; Lin et 

al., 1989; Sorensen et al., 1988).  In the study conducted by Sorensen et al. (1988), the adopted child had 

5.81 greater risk of also dying from infection if the biological parent died from infection whereas if it is the 

adoptive parent that died from infection, the relative risk (RR) for the child dying from infection was about 

only one. In particular, a twin-family study of poliomyelitis revealed that concordance of paralytic 
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poliomyelitis was reported to be thirty-six percent (36%) among monozygotic twins compared to six to 

seven percent (6-7%) among dizygotic twins (Herndon et al., 1951).  

Several other studies have also pointed out the importance of genetic risk factors in paralytic 

poliomyelitis, where first and second-degree relatives were studied (Addair, 1942; Aycock, 1942; Wyatt, 

2014). As mentioned there is large variation in the susceptibility to developing paralytic poliomyelitis 

among individuals exposed to poliovirus infection. This could reflect a difference in host susceptibility to 

either exposure of poliovirus, infection following exposure, persistence of the infection or sensitivity to 

viral proteins. 

While previous studies have suggested a genetic predisposition to poliomyelitis, this present study, to our 

knowledge is the first to investigate possible genetic underpinning of paralytic poliomyelitis using 

genome-wide association studies. 

2.4 Genetic variation in immunological pathway 

HLA antigens of the immune response system have been reported to be associated with paralytic polio, 

post-polio syndrome as well as effect on the susceptibility toward poliomyelitis infection. Many studies 

have focused on the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region. The genes found in this region are 

very polymorphic giving rise to large variety of expressed MHC molecules. The function of the MHC is to 

display antigen peptides on the cell surface to initiate the cell-mediated immunity (CMI). 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) suggest that immunologic variation in the major 

histocompatibility complex (MHC) contributes to host genetic infectious disease susceptibility (Klebanov, 

2018; Chapman et al., 2012). In particular, human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class II has been implicated and 

several associations have been identified (Walsh et al., 2003) making HLA the prototypical candidate 

genetic region for infectious disease susceptibility. A study by Zander et al. (1979) to investigate Caucasian 

patients who had paralytic poliomyelitis in the 1950s and the early 1960s, showed no significant deviation 
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in frequency of the HLA-A, -B or -D determinants from control populations (Zander et al., 1979). Another 

study by Lasch et al. (1979) among a vaccine-protected infant population in the Gaza Strip in the 1970s 

suggested that though HLA-AW19 and -B7 antigens were found more frequently in the affected children 

compared with control subjects, these results were not statistically significant (Lasch et al., 1979). 

Genes that have been implicated in the etiology of poliomyelitis include the poliovirus receptor gene. It is 

located on chromosome F 19 and regulates its development (Couilin et al., 1976). The viral receptor plays 

an important role in the persistence of entero-viral infections (Gun, 2001). Polioviruses share a common 

PV receptor (PVR) that belongs to the immunoglobulin superfamily and is known as CD155 (NCBI, 2019). 

It is encoded on 19q12----q13.2 (Siddique et al., 1988). The PVR contains three extracellular 

immunoglobulin-like domains, a transmembrane domain and a cytoplasmic tail (OMIM,). PV has been 

shown to persist in neuronal cell lines (Rhoades et al., 2011). It is expressed within embryonic structures 

that give rise to spinal cord anterior horn motor neurons (Gromeier, 2000). This is supported and made 

evident by poliovirus’s affinity for the central nervous system. DNA polymorphisms in the poliovirus 

receptor gene (PVR) are associated with persistent poliovirus infection (Saunderson et al., 2004). PVR 

gene domain 1 (located in exon 2) confers susceptibility to PV infection (Koike et al., 1990). The protein 

encoded by this gene is a transmembrane glycoprotein belonging to the immunoglobulin superfamily. The 

external domain mediates cell attachment to the extracellular matrix molecule vitronectin, while its 

intracellular domain interacts with the dynein light chain Tctex-1/DYNLT1. The gene is specific to the 

primate lineage, and serves as a cellular receptor for poliovirus in the first step of poliovirus replication. It 

has been suggested to have a role in intestinal humoral immune responses and may also be used to 

positively select MHC-independent T cells in the thymus. Multiple transcript variants encoding different 

isoforms have been found for this gene. Location is at 19q13.31   

A significant correlation has also been observed between FcγR polymorphism and poliomyelitis (Rekand 

et al., 2002). FcγR is a type of an Fc receptor, a protein found on the surface of some cells that contribute 
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to the protective functions of the immune system. It got its name from its binding specificity for a part of 

an antibody known as the Fc (Fragment, crystallizable) region. Fc receptors bind to antibodies that are 

attached to infected cells or invading pathogens in order to stimulate phagocytic or cytotoxic cells to 

destroy them. FcγRs belong to the immunoglobulin superfamily and are the most important Fc receptors 

for inducing phagocytosis of opsonized microbes. There are many types of FcγR. Each one is unique in its 

antibody affinity as a result of differing molecular structure. FcγR is important for adequate antibody 

mediated immune response. The binding of IgG to receptors for the Fc region of IgG (FcγR) is a critical 

step for the initiation and the control of effector immune functions. 

Some studies have demonstrated that Ala67Thr mutation in the poliovirus receptor is considered a 

possible risk factor for the development of both vaccine‐associated and wild-type paralytic poliomyelitis 

(Kindberg, 2009). Ala67Thr (A67T) is found at the protein level. It is an amino acid substitution that results 

in the change of an Alanine to a Threonine (GCC>ACC). Ala67Thr is a single nucleotide variant located on 

chromosome 19 located in PVR exon 2.  It seems to facilitate increased resistance against poliovirus-

induced cell lysis and apoptosis. Ala67Thr mutation has also been demonstrated to be significantly higher 

in patients with post-polio syndrome (Bhattacharya, 2014). According to National Center for 

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) however, a Centre that advances science and health by providing access 

to biomedical and genomic information, it is unclear if it is a pathogenic or benign variant (Gene, 2004).   

KCNJ4 gene has been proposed as a cellular genetic marker for infectious PV detection. KCNJ4 gene is 

located at 22q13.1 in human intestinal epithelial cells (INT-407 cells) and it codes a potassium channel 

protein (Sano et al., 2017). Potassium channels are known to be involved with electrical signaling in the 

nervous system. One class is activated by depolarization whereas a second class is not. The class that is 

not activated by depolarization are termed inwardly rectifying K+ channels. Members of this class have a 

greater tendency to allow potassium to flow into the cell rather than out of it. This asymmetry in 
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potassium ion conductance plays a key role in the excitability of muscle cells and neurons. Two transcript 

variants encoding the same protein have been found for this gene. 

Another study demonstrated that Poliovirus (PV) modifies membrane-trafficking machinery in host cells 

for its viral RNA replication (Arita et al., 2012). These include ARF1, ACBD3, BIG1/BIG2, GBF1, RTN3, PI4KB 

and VCP.  

Though cytogenetic and immune-genetic analysis pointing to genetic mutations and anomalies in 

immunological regions have suggested a genetic predisposition, the genetic basis for the majority of 

paralytic poliomyelitis remains largely unexplained. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.  Study aim and Population Genome-wide association studies (GWAS)  

3.1 Aim of study 

The aim of this study was to identify SNPs associated with risk for poliomyelitis in the general population. 

The study focuses on the host model of poliomyelitis, investigating the genetic variations that may 

underlie predisposition to paralytic poliomyelitis. 

3.2 Hypothesis and Objectives 

The objective of the study is to investigate if genetic variants predisposed children and adolescents to 

paralytic poliomyelitis in North America following infection with the polio virus.  The hypothesis is that 

there are genetic variants associated with susceptibility to paralytic poliomyelitis in polio-virus infected 

children and adolescents in North America. To address the hypothesis, a genome-wide association study 

(GWAS) was performed using saliva of 1064 individuals. 

3.3 Study population 

Socio-demographic characteristics of study population 

The study population was recruited from individuals in Canada and the United States. It is estimated that 

there are approximately 40,000 and 400,000 individuals in Canada and United States (US) respectively 

who developed spinal paralytic polio as children or adolescents. Paralytic polio survivors networks in both 

Canada and the U.S, including those set up by the March of Dimes were approached by mail and 

telephone. 

Our study population includes individuals identified as having had paralytic poliomyelitis in their childhood 

or adolescent years i.e. who contracted paralytic poliomyelitis in the 1940s and 1950s in Canada and the 
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United States. Control subjects were recruited from among their spouses. They are individuals who had 

no history of paralytic poliomyelitis. The rationale for using spouses is that there is a good likelihood for a 

similar age and ethnicity (Pare, 2017). Moreover, the participation rate of spouses likely will be better 

improved and higher than community controls.  

After getting informed consent, participants completed a brief questionnaire on lifestyle factors and 

medical history.  Age, sex, and past medical history was collected using a standardized data collection 

form in order to characterize the participants. For controls, information on age, sex, ethnicity as well as 

confirmation that they did not have a paralytic polio was obtained.  

Confirmation of diagnosis paralytic poliomyelitis was made based on clinical presentation as well as 

medical records according to standards in order to rule out other causes of paralysis.  

Following this, they submitted a sample of saliva by mail to McMaster using a self-addressed envelope 

with prepaid postage. 

The study group consists of 1132 individuals of various ancestry that composed of 99.5% European (1075); 

Mixed (21) African (1); American (8); South Asian (13); East Asian (16) Unknown ancestry (30) individuals.  

Recruitment of cases of poliomyelitis was based on medical records. The study participants were 

predominantly females (70%). Participants were between fifty-one and ninety-three years of age (51-93 

years). The mean age at the time of sampling was 67.2 years (SD 14.5 years) and the mean age at onset 

of paralytic poliomyelitis was 5.6 years (SD 5.6 years).  

For the present study, 1132 individuals (752 cases, 380 controls; 447 males, 685 females) were genotyped 

and 552667 SNPs were detected.  
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Clinical characteristics of study participants 

Clinical features of study participants varied and includes paralysis in one limb (right arm or right leg), 

paralysis in  both limbs on one side (right side and left side), paralysis in upper and lower limbs on different 

sides (right arm and left leg and vice versa) and paralysis in both lower limbs (both legs with one weaker 

than the other). 
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CHAPTER 4 

4 Methods and Material  

4.1 Specimen handling 

 Saliva samples (using Flinders Technology Associates (FTA) cards) were collected as specimen from each 

enrolled participant. The samples were sent in a self-contained envelop allowing participants to obtain 

the specimen themselves and send it back to us in a pre-paid envelop. One thousand one hundred and 

sixty-four samples from saliva of the March of Dimes cohort and their spouses were used to evaluate DNA 

yields. 

4.2 DNA extraction 

 DNA from saliva samples was extracted using the Qiagen Pure Gene kit according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. DNA concentration was quantified using a Bio Spec-Nano Spectrophotometer. The DNA was 

barcoded and stored at -75 to -85ºC prior to genotyping. 

4.3 Genotyping 

One thousand one hundred and sixty-four DNA samples were genotyped in two separate batches using 

Illumina Human Omni 2.5-8 chip. The call rate (rate at which SNPs were correctly identified across 

samples) for these SNPs using both platforms was greater than 99.5%. 

The Illumina Human Omni 2.5-8 chip is a SNP genotyping system. It is an eight-sample Bead Chip array 

and features approximately 2.5 million markers per single DNA sample. It has a vast genomic coverage 

rate that cuts across diverse populations. It uses universal primers to amplify SNP-reactive DNA fragments 

and relies on direct hybridization of genomic targets to array-bound sequences. Single base extension is 

followed by fluorescent staining, signal amplification, scanning, and analysis using the Genome Studio 

Software (Ilumina, 2019). A schematic figure is provided in figure 7.3 
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4.4 Data storage and transfer 

 For data storage and transfer, the high capacity informatics system at McMaster university (Genologics 

Geneus v6.4.2 LIMS) was used. The program includes sample tracking, genotyping result management, 

genotyping quality control and project management. Illumina arrays are scanned and raw data generated 

using a Dell Precision T5400 with Intel Xeon CPU (16 GB RAM, 64-bit operating system). 

4.5 Software for genetic analysis: 

PLINK - PLINK is a free, open-source whole genome association analysis toolset, designed to perform a 

range of basic, large-scale analyses in a computationally efficient manner. PLINK has numerous useful 

features for managing and analyzing genetic data (Purcell et al., 2007). 

R is a programming language and software environment for statistical computing and graphics for 

developing statistical software and data analysis (R Development Core Team, 2011) 

4.6 Factors influencing genetic associations 

Biases in study design and errors in genotype calling have the potential to introduce systematic biases 

into genome-wide association studies, leading to an increase in the number of false-positive and false-

negative associations Several factors can confound genetic associations.  These include population sub-

structure, genotyping batch/ genotyping center and DNA quality.  

4.7 Data Cleaning and Quality Control 

In order to reduce biases, data cleaning and quality control is instituted. This entails a  systematic step-

wise quality filtering of raw genotyping data, as shown in Figure 5, and this was conducted using PLINK 

v1.09 (Purcell et al., 2007). The steps consist of the following: 
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4.8 Update Genome build 

 To maintain consistency with the sequencing data, output data was standardized to NCBI Genome 

Reference Consortium Human Build 37 (GRCh37), also known as hg19 and the primer sequences of each 

SNP were aligned to the reference panel -InfiniumCoreExome-24v1-1_A and HumanCoreExome-24v1-

0_A.  This aligns the strands (sequence of SNPs/alleles) in the dataset to the appropriate genotyping chip 

for correct alignment and variant positioning. It entails updating the chromosome, position and strands 

of SNPs in the binary .ped file using the strand and position from the files in the InfiniumCoreExome-24v1-

1_A and HumanCoreExome-24v1-0_A which was used for the genotyping. It provides for correct 

identification of SNPs. 

 4.9 Check for discordant sex check information 

 A check for discrepancies between the self-reported sex of the individuals recorded in the dataset (ped. 

file) and their sex based on X chromosome heterozygosity and homozygosity (genomic data) was 

conducted. Typically one expects male samples to have a homozygosity rate of one (1) and females to 

have a homozygosity rate less than 0.2. Male DNA samples that are marked as female will have a higher 

than expected homozygosity rate and female samples marked as male will have a higher than expected 

heterozygosity rate. Individuals with inconsistences between the two values, designated as “detected 

problems”, were removed (Anderson et al., 2011; Purcell et al., 2007).  

4.10 Check for genotyping rate for individuals and markers 

 Check for the rate at which each SNP (marker) are genotyped (or missing) across individuals and the rate 

at which each individual (sample) is genotyped (or missing) for SNPs. A call rate of 99% is usually 

considered appropriate. This was done in six steps: First, we removed SNPs whose rate of missing-ness 

are 10% and above; i.e. genotyping rate of 90% and below. Next, we removed samples whose rate of 

missing-ness are 10% and above, i. e genotyping rate of 90% and below. Then, we removed SNPs whose 
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rate of missing-ness are 5% and above; i.e. genotyping rate of 95% and below. Following this, samples 

whose rate of missing-ness are 5% and above, i. e. genotyping rate of 95% and below were removed. After 

which SNPs whose rate of missing-ness are 1% and above, i.e. genotyping rate of 99% and below were 

also removed. Finally, samples whose rate of missing-ness are 1% and above i.e. genotyping rate of 99% 

and below were removed. The step-wise filtering allows for a better retaining of samples while still 

maintaining a high level of filtering.   

4.11 Check for heterozygosity 

 Next samples with excess heterozygosity were Identified and removed. On the average, only about 30% 

of an individual’s marker is expected to be heterozygous. Heterozygosity in more than 30% are considered 

excessive and to be due to sample contamination. It is of note that a lack of heterozygosity indicates that 

there is a problem as well.  Observed heterozygosity rate per individual is plotted on the x-axis against the 

proportion of missing SNPs per individuals is plotted on the y-axis. Mean heterozygosity (which is given 

by (N–O)/N, where N is the number of non-missing genotypes and O is the observed number of 

homozygous genotypes for a given individual) is calculated. All individuals with heterozygosity rate ± 3 

standard deviations from the mean should be excluded (Anderson et al., 2011).  

4.12 Check for duplicate and related sample 

A fundamental characteristic of population-based studies is that samples are unrelated. In view of this, 

related and duplicate samples were identified and removed.  This was done by creating a genome file in 

plink. This examines the distance in genetic terms between samples called the identity-by-state (IBS) 

distance. The degree of recent shared ancestry for a pair of individuals (identity by descent, IBD) can be 

estimated using genome-wide IBS data. Theoretically, IBD is expected to be equal to one (1) for duplicates 

or monozygotic twins, equal to 0.5 for first-degree relatives, equal to 0.25 for second-degree relatives, 
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equal to 0.125 for third-degree relatives and equal to zero if samples are totally unrelated. In practice, 

samples are considered duplicates if IBD is equal to 0.98 (Anderson et al., 2011).  

4.13 Check for population sub-structure 

 Genetic substructure of human populations can lead to observation of a spurious association, resulting 

in false-positive results or reduced power in genetic studies when genetically heterogeneous populations 

are analyzed together without further adjustment (Price et al., 2006; Chao Tian et al., 2008; Pare, 2010). 

This is as a result of allele frequency differences between cases and control that is unrelated to the 

phenotypic trait but due to differences among ethnic groups. There are statistical methods that can be 

applied to discern and correct for these differences and it has become imperative to carry out these 

corrections in genetic studies (Chao Tian et al., 2008; Pare, 2010). Several different methods have been 

developed to address issues of population substructure in genome-wide association studies. One of the 

approaches that have achieved some measure of application to large data sets is the principal component 

analysis.  

Following that population stratification can result in inflated type I error, a principal component analysis 

using 1000GENOMES ancestry information was conducted. Principal component analysis (PCA) was 

performed using PLINK in order to confirm self-reported ancestry. The effect of population structure was 

assessed through principal component analysis (PCA) implemented in Eigenstrat (Price et al., 2006). PCA 

was used to filter the data for European population.  

4.14 Check for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) 

 Variants that deviated from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with a p-value of less than 0.000001 were 

removed.  HWE states that except where there is an external force, allele and genotype frequencies 

should remain constant from one generation to another. Based on this, markers that were identified to 

deviate from HWE, were assumed to have been impacted upon by an eternal force. The external force 
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suspected here is genotyping errors. Hence they were removed. Controls should not deviate from HWE, 

hence generally, HWE is perform on only controls in order to avoid removing deviations that are due to 

true associations.  

4.15 Check for minor allele frequency (MAF) 

 The minor allele is the less common allele for a SNP. The MAF is therefore the frequency of the minor 

allele. This measure can be used to get a rough idea of the variation of genotypes for a given SNP in a 

given population. It gives an indication of how common this SNP is. Variants that have a very low minor 

allele frequency are also removed in data cleaning process. A MAF of less than one percent (<0.01) is 

considered low. This value distinguishes between a common and a rare variant.  

4.16 Association Analysis  

GWAS was performed using PLINK version 1.09 and R v.3.5.1 

Logistic regression was used for all analyses, modeled each SNP additively. Logistic regression is used to 

determine the probability of an event with a binary outcome. In the instance, being a case-control study, 

the events are presence of SNPs and absence of SNPs. Each SNP was tested individually using the log-

additive model.  Additive genetic models, assumes that each minor allele has an equal effect on the trait 

of interest or risk of disease. 

For the statistical analysis of GWAS, only SNPs that are significantly correlated with the cases of disease 

with a widely-used standard of p-value below 5x10-8, termed “genome-wide significance” are accepted 

(Fadista, 2016; IHC, 2005; Panagiotou, 2012). This is based on performing the Bonferroni correction which 

is obtained by dividing the observed p-value by the number of tests performed (1,000,000) (Dudbridge, 

2008; Masahori, 2016). This stringent significance cutoff is to allow for the exemption of false-positive hits 

that may arise as a result of the large number of SNPs being examined at once.  
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Quantile-quantile (QQ) were generated using R (Fig 7.8). The QQ plot is a graphical representation of the 

deviation of the observed p values from the null hypothesis. P values for each SNP are sorted from largest 

to smallest and plotted against expected values from a theoretical χ2-distribution. If the observed values 

correspond to the expected values, all points are on or near the middle line between the x-axis and the y-

axis. If some observed P values are clearly more significant than expected under the null hypothesis, points 

will move towards the y-axis. If there is an early separation of the expected from the observed this means 

that many moderately significant p values are more significant than expected under the null hypothesis. 

However, such results are more likely to be due to population stratification rather than a true positive 

association significant than expected under the null hypothesis. 

Manhattan plots were also generated using R. Manhattan plots represent the p-values of the entire GWAS 

on a genomic scale (Fig 7.9). The p values are represented in genomic order by chromosome and position 

on the chromosome (x-axis). The value on the y-axis represents the −log10 of the p-value (equivalent to 

the number of zeros after the decimal point plus one). Because of local correlation of the genetic variants, 

arising from infrequent genetic recombination, groups of significant p values tend to rise up high on the 

Manhattan plot.  

4.17 Results 

Update Genome build 

All genotypes were oriented to the forward strand and there is no risk of strand ambiguities. 

Genotyping rate for samples  

Starting with 1164 samples, eighty-one (81) samples were excluded due to their call rates being less than 

one percent.  
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Check for duplicate samples 

 Twenty-three (23) duplicated samples were excluded. Of the duplicated samples, the sample with a less 

genotyping quality was removed. 

Check for sex discrepancies 

 Two samples were removed due to sex discrepancies. There were no uncertain phenotypes.  

Check for heterozygosity  

No sample failed the heterozygosity check. One thousand and fifty-five (1055) samples were left from all 

ethnicities.  

Genotyping rate for variants  

 Starting with 548504 SNPs in both case and control datasets. Forty-four thousand, two hundred and 

twenty-five (44225) variants were excluded due to call rate being in less than one percent of samples. 

Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium check     

 Forty-seven variants were removed for failing Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.  

Minor allele frequency check 

 Variants were removed because their minor allele frequency was less than one percent. Two hundred 

and sixty-two thousand, three hundred and seventy-four SNPs were left. 

Principal Component analysis 

 PCA was used to filter the data for European population. Different ethnic groups were clearly 

distinguished with the two first components. PCA identified five ethnic groups that matched well with the 

reference data. Over 95%, one thousand and seventy-five (1075) individuals were of European ancestry, 
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eight were of American ancestry, one individual had African ancestry, thirteen people had South Asian 

ancestry, sixteen had East Asian ancestry and twenty-one and thirty individuals had mixed and unknown 

ancestry respectively. All individuals of self-reported European ancestry corresponded to the reference 

data. Every individual from European ancestry was kept in the analysis (See Figures 7.6 and 7.7). 

After adequate data cleaning and quality control, the data set included 262374 SNPs that were in 662 

cases and 328 controls. The top signals were in rs17626937 (A/G SNP variation located near genes SNX18, 

LOC105378967 on chromosome 5, p=1.232x10-6) and rs4758408 (C/T SNP variation located in the 

LOC101927825 gene on chromosome 11, p=4.21×10−6) (See Figure 7. 10). 

QQ plot 

 A QQ plot of the resulting p values of SNPs’ association with paralytic poliomyelitis is presented in Figure 

7.8. The p values of association observed in this study, corresponded to, and were no greater than 

expected. QQ plot showed no evidence of inflation and no evidence of a deviation from the null 

hypothesis. 

 Manhattan plot  

The Manhattan plot of the p-values of the GWAS is presented in Figure7.9.  It shows the results of the 

logistic regression analysis performed to identify SNPs associated with paralytic poliomyelitis in the study 

dataset. The upper line indicates the genome-wide significance threshold (P=5x10-8) of association with 

paralytic poliomyelitis. In this study, no SNP achieved genome-wide significance threshold.  Thus, no SNP 

was identified to be associated with paralytic poliomyelitis. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5 Discussion and future direction 

5.1 Discussion 

This study involved major innovations in efforts to identify the genetic basis of poliomyelitis. First, to our 

knowledge, this was the first genome-wide analysis in humans of paralytic poliomyelitis. Prior studies have 

focused on a relatively limited set of candidate gene polymorphisms, many of which have showed mixed 

results, in that neither experiment-wide nor gene-wide statistical significance was observed in the primary 

single-SNP analyses or in secondary analyses of haplotypes or of imputed genotypes.  

The work presented in this thesis is based first on the genome-wide association study (GWAS), where the 

entire genome is searched for variants that are association to the disease. In this study over 552,667 

variants were investigated in 773 patients and 301 controls to search for variants (single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with paralytic polio. This method is suitable because it can detect 

genetic effects for common and complex diseases where the risk associated with any given candidate 

gene is relatively small. One drawback however, is that it requires large sample size to detect effects. This 

is due to the very high number of statistical tests of associations (minimum one per SNP) that are 

performed, requiring a very stringent threshold of statistical significance.  It is important to note however, 

that association does not imply causation. 

There are some studies that have reported HLA-variant associations with poliomyelitis traits from 

genome-wide association studies in the GWAS catalogue, some of these are vaccine-related poliomyelitis 

and post-polio syndrome traits. In their study, Lasch et al., (1979) tested the HLA region and found that 

there was no statistically significant difference in the HLA antigens (HLA-AW19 and -B7) between children 

affected with paralytic poliomyelitis compared to their controls. In addition, a study by Kinnunen et al. 
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(1986) found no association between central nervous system affectation following poliomyelitis and HLA-

associated genetic factors (Kinnunen et al., 1986). 

Considering the involvement of variants, we hypothesized that some variants might play a functional role 

in paralytic polio. In this study, genotyped SNPs were tested across the whole genome region for variants 

of  association with paralytic poliomyelitis using a case-control study design, where the subjects with 

paralytic polio corresponds to cases and is compared to spouses used as  controls.  

No individual SNPs that were associated with poliomyelitis with the widely accepted genome-wide 

significance level (P ≤ 5 × 10−8) were found. This may suggest that our study may have been underpowered 

to detect effect sizes given the sample size. Thus, it appears that larger samples sizes may be needed to 

detect SNPs associated with poliomyelitis.  

This may also suggest that the common variants in our data do not play a role in the genetic disposition 

to paralytic polio.  

Another type of genetic study, which investigates associations between genetic variation within pre-

specified genes of interest and phenotypes or disease states is the candidate gene association studies.  

The chosen genes are usually based on literature review of previous studies or educated guess based on 

known pathways and prior knowledge of the genes biological functional impact on the trait or disease 

question. Following GWAS, focus was placed on SNPs based on previous findings. Previous findings 

showed that mutations in PVR genes and polymorphisms in Ala67Thr are associated with increased risk 

of paralytic poliomyelitis- both wild-type and vaccine-related, post-polio syndrome as well as 

susceptibility to poliovirus infection.  One study had also shown that KCNJ4, a potassium inwardly 

rectifying channel subfamily J member 4 on chromosome 22 was associated with poliomyelitis. Those 

results were however not replicated in this study as SNPs associated with those regions did not show a 

genome-wide statistical significance.  
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Understanding the epigenetic underpinnings of poliomyelitis is pertinent to interpreting the study results 

relative to plausible genetic explanation of poliomyelitis in extant epidemiological literature (e.g. twins 

studies).  In particular, the epigenome can accommodate environmental influences in the form of 

chemical and protein modifications of chromatin that do not involve alterations in the DNA sequence. 

Such modifications involving DNA methylation (mDNA) at cytosine sites can alter DNA binding to 

regulatory proteins (Sweat et al., 2013), and are transferable from parent to offspring.  As a result, 

observable differences between cases and control based on twin studies may be consequent to epigenetic 

modifications due to exposure to the same environmental factors rather than differences in genetic 

composition that is focused in the present GWAS of poliomyelitis.  

The overrepresentation of females in the present  study is consistent with findings in some previous 

studies (Rindge, 1955) and mainly attributed to several social factors such as increasing age, exposure to 

vaccination (WHO, 2018) rather than genetics thereby limiting inferences on the role of sex on our study 

findings. 

The strength of this study includes the strict case definitions and procedures used to confirm case and 

control status in that only those with paralysis were enrolled as cases. All clinical characteristics were 

supported with documentation, including medical records. Selection of case patients and control patients 

was as unbiased as could be achieved. The genotyping, data cleaning and quality control process was 

stringent and thorough. 

 A limitation of this study may be related to the sample size.  Thus methodical technique that allows 

increased sample size using higher ratio of healthy controls to cases of poliomyelitis may be employed to 

achieve better study power and reduce type 2 error (Lewallen & Courtright, 1998). This can be achieved 

by using controls from published GWAS studies. 
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5.2 Future directions 

An understanding of the most probable genetic mechanism for poliomyelitis and infectious diseases in 

general is very crucial.  In this regard, common variants are of great significance, hence an extension of 

the GWAS approach with microarrays to improve coverage and analysis of larger sample sizes might be 

the best way forward (Hill, 2012). 

Future studies should also explore the possible role of epigenetics in the predisposition of individuals to 

poliomyelitis.  

Closely related is that rare variants may be an explanatory mechanism for the missing component for 

most susceptibility with larger effect sizes (Johnson et al., 2007).  Given that GWAS microarrays results in 

poor assessments of rare variants (Hill, 2012), sequencing approaches is a viable option to advance the 

frontier in genetics of poliomyelitis (Hill, 2012) 
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6 Appendices 

6.1 Appendix I:  Flow chart of conceptual summary of GWAS process 
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6.2 Appendix II: Genome-wide association study Script 

#Update Genome build 

$script_p/External_scripts/update_build.sh $rgeno_p/ICE/Polio_ICE24v1_1_20170711 

$arrays_p/InfiniumCoreExome-24v1-1_A/Oxford_Strand/InfiniumCoreExome-24v1-1_A-b37.strand 

$preqc_p/ICE/PolioICE_update_03082018 

$script_p/External_scripts/update_build.sh $rgeno_p/HCE/Polio_HumanCoreExome24v1_20150129 

$arrays_p/HumanCoreExome-24v1-0-A/Oxford_Strand/HumanCoreExome-24v1-0_A-b37.strand 

$preqc_p/HCE/PolioHCE_update_08082018 

# Creation of binary files 

plink \ --file $rgeno_p/ICE/Polio_ICE24v1_1_20170711 \ --make-bed \ --out 

$rgeno_p/ICE/Polio_ICE24v1_1_20170711 

plink \ --file $rgeno_p/HCE/Polio_HumanCoreExome24v1_20150129 \ --make-bed \ 

--out $rgeno_p/HCE/Polio_HumanCoreExome24v1_20150129 

# Check for duplicated samples in datasets and retain samples with better genotyping rate 

plink \  --bfile $preqc_p/ICE/PolioICE_update_03082018 \   --missing \ --out 

$preqc_p/ICE/PolioICE_update_03082018 

plink \  --bfile $preqc_p/HCE/PolioHCE_update_08082018 \   --missing \   --out 

$preqc_p/HCE/PolioHCE_update_08082018 

plink \  --bfile $preqc_p/HCE/PolioHCE_update_08082018 \  --extract 

$preqc_p/HCE/hce_list_unique_SNPs_to_keep.txt \  --make-bed \ 

 --out $preqc_p/HCE/PolioHCE_No_DupVars 
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plink \  --bfile $preqc_p/ICE/PolioICE_update_03082018 \  --extract 

$preqc_p/ICE/ice_list_unique_SNPs_to_keep.txt \  --make-bed \ 

 --out $preqc_p/ICE/PolioICE_No_DupVars 

awk 'FNR==NR{a[NR]=$6;next}{$6=a[FNR]}1' 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/pre/HCE/PolioHCE_update_0308201.fam 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/pre/HCE/PolioHCE_No_DupVars.fam > 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/pre/HCE/PolioHCE_No_DupVars_with_phenotypes.fam 

awk 'FNR==NR{a[NR]=$6;next}{$6=a[FNR]}1' 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/pre/ICE/PolioICEupdateid.fam 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/pre/ICE/PolioICE_No_DupVars.fam > 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/pre/ICE/PolioICE_No_DupVars_with_phenotypes.fam 

# Merge datasets 

plink\  --bfile 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/pre/HCE/PolioHCE_No_DupVars_with_phenotypes \ 

  --bmerge /home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/pre/ICE/PolioICE_No_DupVars_with_phenotypes \ 

  --make-bed \ --out /home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/QC/Polio_HCE_ICE 

# Check for SNP genotyping rate to retain only good SNPs 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE --geno 0.1 --make-bed --out $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC1 

# Check for samples genotyping rate to retain only good samples 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC1 --mind 0.1 --make-bed --out $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC2 
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# Sex check 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC2 --check-sex --out $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC2 

grep PROBLEM $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC2.sexcheck 

# Heterozygozity check 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3 --het --out $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3 

het <- read.table( paste(qc_p, "/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3.het", sep=""), header=T) 

het$HET <- (het$N.NM. -  het$O.HOM. )/ het$N.NM. 

jpeg(paste(qc_p, "/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_Heterozygosity_rate_plot.jpeg", sep="")) 

hist(het$HET , breaks=100) 

dev.off() 

het$to_keep <- (het$HET < 3*( mean(het$HET) + sd(het$HET) )) | (het$HET > 3*( mean(het$HET) - 

sd(het$HET) )) 

table(het$to_keep) 

# Identification and removal of duplicated samples 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2 --genome --out 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2.log2 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC4 --missing --out $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC4 
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$script_p/Polio_GWAS_QC_S7_find_duplicates.r plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC4 --remove 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC4_list_duplicated_samples.txt --make-bed --out $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC5 

# Genotyping to retain only good samples 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC5 --mind 0.05 --make-bed --out  $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC6 

mv $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC6.log $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC6.log1 

# Genotyping to retain only good SNPs 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC6 --geno 0.05 --make-bed --out  $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC7 

mv $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC7.log $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC7.log1 

# Get descriptive data  

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8 --freq --hardy --missing --out $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8  

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8 --freqx --out $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8  

# Ethnicity check (Principal Component Analysis (PCA)) 

plink --bfile  $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3 --indep-pairwise 50 5 0.2 --out $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3 --extract $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3.prune.in --make-bed --out 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2 

cut -f 1,4,4,2 $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2.bim | head  

awk '{print $1,$4,$4, $2}' $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2.bim  > 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2_range.txt 
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plink --bfile $kg_p/1000G_chrall.ex_maf_05.pruned --extract range 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2_range.txt --make-bed --out 

$kg_p/SNP_Subsets/1000G_SNP_in_Polio_Prune50_5_0.2 

plink --bfile $kg_p/SNP_Subsets/1000G_SNP_in_Polio_Prune50_5_0.2 --bmerge 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2 --make-bed --out 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_ 1KG 

plink --bfile $kg_p/SNP_Subsets/1000G_SNP_in_Polio_Prune50_5_0.2 --exclude 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG-merge.missnp  --make-bed --out 

$kg_p/SNP_Subsets/1000G_SNP_in_Polio_Prune50_5_0.2_clean 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2 --exclude 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG-merge.missnp  --make-bed --out 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2_clean 

plink --bfile $kg_p/SNP_Subsets/1000G_SNP_in_Polio_Prune50_5_0.2_clean --bmerge 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2_clean --make-bed --out 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_2 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_2  --geno 0.05 --make-bed --out 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_3 

plink --bfile 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/QC/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_3 –

cluster  --mds-plot 3  --out 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/QC/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_3 
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plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_3 --pca --out 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_3 

$script_p/Polio_GWAS_QC_S6_find_ethnic_outlisers.r   

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3 --remove 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_Ethnic_outliers.txt --make-bed --out 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC4 

pca <- read.table(paste(qc_p, 

"/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_3.mds",sep=""),header=T) 

kg_ph<- read.xls(paste(kg_p, "/Phenotypes/20130606_sample_info.xlsx", sep=""), sheet=1 ) 

kg_p2 <- kg_ph[,c("Sample","Population")] 

kg_p2$Ethnicity <- ……… 

colnames(kg_p2)[1]<-"IID" 

kg_p2$Population <- NULL 

Polioeth2019 <- read.table(paste(main_p, "/Polio_Phenotypes/POLIOHCEpheno.txt", sep=""), sep=" ", 

header=TRUE) 

colnames(Polioeth2019)<-c("IID", "Ethnicity") 

eth<-rbind(kg_p2, Polioeth2019) 

n<-merge(pca, eth, all.x=T, all.y=F) 

m[m$Ethnicity=="AFR","col"]<-"yellow" 

m[m$Ethnicity=="EUR","col"]<-"blue" 
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m[m$Ethnicity=="AMR","col"]<-"red" 

m[m$Ethnicity=="SAS","col"]<-"purple" 

m[m$Ethnicity=="EAS","col"]<-"green" 

m[is.na(m$col),"col"]      <-"black" 

jpeg(paste(qc_p, "/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC3_pruned_50_5_0.2merged_1KG_2_mds_EthAll_C1_C2.jpeg", 

sep="")) 

plot(m$C1, m$C2, col=m$col) 

dev.off()  

#### 1-EUROPEAN 2-MIXED ANCESTORY 3-AFRICAN 4-AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKA NATIVE 5-EAST 

ASIAN/SOUTH ASIAN 6-HAWAIAN/OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDER 7-OTHER 0-UNKNOWN 

m<-m[m$Ethnicity==1 | m$Ethnicity=="AFR" | m$Ethnicity=="EUR" | m$Ethnicity=="AMR"  | 

m$Ethnicity=="SAS"  | m$Ethnicity=="EAS" ,] 

#Hardy-Weinburg Equilibrum (HWE) Check 

plink --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC7 --hwe 0.000005 --make-bed --out  $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8 

#Subset participants by ethnicity  

plink \  --bfile $qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8 \ --keep 

$pheno_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_FID_IID_Ethnicity_1_EUR.txt \   --make-bed \   --out 

$qc_p/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8_EUR 
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# Association analysis (Logistic Regression) 

plink --bfile /home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_QC/QC/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8_EUR  --logistic --out 

/home/tinuke/srv/Gene/Polio_GWAS_Results/From_QCed_data/Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8_maf0.01_EUR 

# Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plot 

dataset1=read.table(file("Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8_maf0.01_EUR.assoc.logistic"), header=T) 

colnames(dataset1) <- c("CHR","SNP","BP","A1","TEST","NMISS","OR","STAT","P") 

library(qqman) 

png("POLIO_qq_plot_imputed.png", height=3600, width=6000, res=600) 

qq(dataset1$P, main = "Q-Q plot of pre-imputed GWAS p-values", xlim = c(0, 6)) 

garbage <- dev.off() 

# Manhattan plot 

dataset1=read.table(file("Polio_HCE_ICE_QC8_maf0.01_EUR.assoc.logistic"), header=T) 

colnames(dataset1) <- c("CHR","SNP","BP","A1","TEST","NMISS","OR","STAT","P") 

library(qqman) 

png("POLIO_man_plot_imputed.png", height=3600, width=6000, res=600) 

manhattan(dataset1, main = "Manhattan Plot", ylim = c(0, 20), cex = 0.6, cex.axis = 0.9, col = c("blue4", 

"orange3")) 

garbage <- dev.off() 
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7. Tables and Figures 

7.1 Polio Belt 

 

Figure adapted from WHO, 2019; GPEI, 2019 
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7.2 Pathogenesis 

 

Figure adapted from Blondel et al., 2005  
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7.3 Schematic diagram of Infinium Assay protocol  

 

Figure adapted from UCDavis, 2019 
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7.4 Heterozygosity histogram 

 

het$HET - Observed heterozygosity rate per individual  

Frequency - Proportion of missing SNPs per individuals 
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7.5 Principal component analysis for all ethnicities with 1000 Genomes population data 

 

m$C1 – Principal Component 1; m$C2 – Principal Component 2 
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7.6 Principal component analysis for European population with 1000 Genomes population 

 

m$C1 – Principal Component 1; m$C2 – Principal Component 2 
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7.7 Principal component analysis for self-reported European population only 

 

 

                                                     m1[m1$Ethnicity==1, “C1”] 

 

     m1[m1$Ethnicity==1, “C1”] – Principal Component 1 

     m1[m1$Ethnicity==1, “C2”] – Principal Component 2 
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7.8 QQ plot of GWAS 

 

 

Expected –log10 (p) value - log 10 of p value of association expected 

Observed –log10 (p) value - log 10 of p value of association observed in study data 
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7.9 Manhattan plot of GWAS 

 

Chromosome – Chromosome for each SNP 

–log10 (p) - −log10 of the p-value of association for each SNP 

Red line – line of genome-wide significance p-value (p= 5x10-8) 
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7.10 Table of variants with the smallest p-value 

CHR                 SNP         BP            A1          TEST     NMISS         OR         STAT                 P 

 5          rs17626937     53914475    A         ADD      990           0.5493        -4.85     1.232e-06 

11         rs4758408       6348639      T           ADD      979         0.4745       -4.601    4.211e-06 

CHR-chromosome; SNP- single nucleotide polymorphism identifier; BP-base-pair position; A1 -Tested allele (minor 
allele) ; TEST – code for test (Additive); NMISS – number of non-missing individuals included in analysis; OR-odds 
ratio; STAT- Coefficient t-statistic; p- p--value for t-statistic  
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7.11 List of genes reported as being associated with paralytic poliomyelitis in literature 

 

 

 

Table adapted from NCBI (2019) 
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7.12 Table of epidemiological studies exploring genetic risk of poliomyelitis 

FcγR -     Fragment crystallizable gamma receptor; Ala67Thr – Alanine67thLocusThreonine  
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7.13 Table of study population  
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7.14 Glossary of words 

GENOMICS: Genomics is the study of the structure, function and mapping of genomes, including 

interactions of those genes with each other and with the environment. In contrast to genetics, which 

refers to the study of individual genes and their roles in inheritance, genomics aims at the collective 

characterization and quantification of all of an organism's genes. 

 GENOME: A genome is an organism's complete set of DNA, including all of its genes. Each genome 

contains all of the information needed to build and maintain that organism. In humans, a copy of the 

entire genome consists of more than 3 billion DNA base pairs and is contained in all cells that have a 

nucleus. 

 SINGLE-NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISM: A single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is a substitution of a 

single nucleotide that occurs at a specific position in the genome. For example, if at a specific base position 

in the human genome, two different nucleotides may occupy the position, this means that there two 

possible nucleotide variations. They are said to be alleles for this position. This variation is considered a 

SNP when it is present at a level of more than one percent (1%) in the population. SNPs are the most 

common type of genetic variation among people. Most SNPs have no effect on health or development 

however, some SNPs underline differences in our susceptibility to or protection against diseases as well 

as resistance or response to vaccinations and therapy; thus acting as biological markers. 

GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY: Genome-wide association study (GWAS) is an observational study 

of the whole genome-wide set of genetic variants in different individuals to see if any variant typically 

SNPs is associated with a trait. If one type of the variant (one allele) is more frequent in people with the 

disease than those without the disease, that variant is said to be associated with the disease. The 

associated SNPs are then considered to mark a region of the human genome that may influence the risk 

of disease. 
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Flinders Technology Associates (FTA) cards: These are cotton-based, cellulose paper containing chemicals 

that burst cells, denature proteins and protect DNA, leaving a sample suitable for molecular identification 

without the risk of disease contamination. They are a user-friendly way to send samples from the field to 

the laboratory for the identification of avian pathogens or biological analysis 
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